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Abstract: The modal parameters of the deck of Runyang Suspension Bridge (RSB) as
well as their relationships with wind and temperature are studied based on the data
recorded by its Structural Health Monitoring System (SHMS). Firstly, frequency analysis
on the vertical responses at the two sides of the deck is carried out aiming at
distinguishing the vertical and torsional vibration modes. Then, the vertical, torsional and
lateral modal parameters of the deck of RSB are identified using Hilbert-Huang
Transform (HHT) and validated by the identified results before RSB was opened to
traffic. On the basis of this, the modal frequencies and damping ratios of RSB during the
whole process of Typhoon Masta are obtained. And the correlation analysis on the
modal parameters and aforementioned wind environmental factors is then conducted.
Results show that the HHT can achieve an accurate identification of RSB and the
damping ratios show an obvious decay trend as the frequencies increase. Besides,
compared to frequencies, the damping ratios are more sensitive to the environmental
factors, in particular, the wind speed. Further study about the relation between modal
parameters and environmental factors should be continued.
Keywords: Typhoon; Runyang Suspension Bridge; Modal parameter identification;
Hilbert-Huang transform.

1. INTRODUCTION
The long span suspension bridge, which is featured as flexible and low damping, is
vulnerable to wind loads. The structural intrinsic dynamic properties could indicate its
security status. Therefore, accurate identification of modal parameters such as
frequencies and damping ratios is important for damage identification and security
evaluation of long span suspension bridges. Operational modal analysis (OMA) is
recommended in most situations due to its safety and economy in implementation
(Peeters and De Roeck 2001; Brownjohn 2003). The corresponding test is conducted
without interrupting the traffic, and the unknown excitation load is assumed as white
noise excitation. Numerous methods for OMA of civil structures have been proposed in
the literature. Comprehensive reviews on modal parameter identification based on
ambient vibration tests have been provided (Reynders 2012). Conclusions could be

reached that time-frequency methods including Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) and
Wavelet Transform (WT) are capable of analyzing nonlinear and non-stationary time
histories in low frequency domain. And the adaptive nature of HHT makes it better while
the parameter choice of WT is experiential and deficient (Chen et al. 2004; Yan and
Miyamoto 2006).
The long suspension bridge is one kind of complicated and nonlinear structural
system, and its modal parameters depend largely on the structural types and material
properties. The material properties are susceptible to environmental factors including
temperature, humidity and etc. Besides, the aerodynamic shape of the main girder
would vary when the surrounding wind speed changes. Consequently, the uncertain
environmental factors may reduce the reliability of damage identification based on the
identified modal parameters. Numerous researches focused on the changeable modal
parameters under different temperatures have been conducted (Ni and Hua 2005; Hua
et al. 2007; Li et al. 2010; Yarnold et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016). Conclusions are
reached that temperature is the most significant environmental factor leading to the
variation of structural modal frequencies. However, the relationship between the
temperature and damping ratios is still not clear. Besides, researches on the
comprehensive relationship between modal parameters and environments including
temperature and wind are limited, especially for long suspension bridges under extreme
typhoon excitations.
This paper presents a detailed research on evolutionary modal parameters of
Runyang Suspension Bridge (RSB) during Typhoon Matsa. On the basis of the recorded
structural acceleration responses recorded by the Structural Health Monitoring System
(SHMS) of RSB, modal parameters including frequencies and damping ratios of the
girder are identified using HHT. Then, the relation between identified modal parameters
and environmental factors (temperature and wind speed) during Typhoon Masta are
analyzed. Research results can lay the foundation for the safety evaluation of long
suspension bridge during typhoons.

2. ENGINEERING BACKGROUND
2.1 Structural Health Monitoring of RSB
RSB, with a main span of 1490m, was the longest bridge in China when it was
completed in 2005. It is located in Jiangsu Province where prominent thermodynamic
differences exist. Therefore, seasonal alternating monsoon is formed and disasters such
as typhoons occur frequently. Consequently, a comprehensive SHMS was installed at
this bridge since it was opened to traffic in 2005. The traffic, wind, temperature, humidity
at the bridge site together with its deformation and acceleration are recorded by the
SHMS which aims at making a timely evaluation of its structural status. And the sensors
which aim to monitor wind, temperature and acceleration responses are shown in Figure
1 and Figure 2.
As shown in Figure 1, 7 groups of acceleration sensors are installed on the main
girder and each group consists of two vertical and one lateral sensors. Besides, there
are 4 groups of acceleration sensors on the cable. Among them, two groups of the mid

span consist of two vertical and two lateral sensors, while other two at the side span
consist of two lateral sensors. At the same time, there are two anemometers installed at
the mid span and south tower, respectively. As shown in Figure 2, 8 steel thermometers
are installed at the mid-span section of the main girder of RSB, which aims to monitor
the structural temperature of orthotropic steel deck.
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Figure 1. Acceleration sensors and anemometers installed at RSB (Unit: cm)
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Figure 2. Steel thermometers installed at the mid-section of the main girder of RSB (Unit:
cm)
2.2 Field Measurement during Typhoon Masta
On August of 2005, the ninth Typhoon Masta directly attacked Jiangsu and
Zhejiang Province of China, which has caused huge economic losses. Figure 3 exhibits
the moving path of Typhoon Masta. Nanjing, Zhenjiang and Yangzhou were located in
the region where weather featured as strong wind and heavy rain happened. And the
maximum wind level exceeded 12.

Runyang Bridge

Typhoon Masta

Figure 3. The moving path of Typhoon Masta
As shown in Figure 3, RSB which connects Zhenjiang and Yangzhou is close to the
moving path of Typhoon Masta. The SHMS of RSB recorded the whole process when

the typhoon passed by. The measured wind velocity and temperature at the mid span of
RSB from 13:00 on August 5 to 01:00 on August 7, 2005 are shown in Figure 4. Besides,
the measured acceleration responses of the mid span during that time are shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Measured environmental factors at the mid span of RSB during Typhoon
Masta
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Figure 5. Measured acceleration responses at the mid span of RSB during Typhoon
Masta

As shown in Figure 5, the measured acceleration responses at the downstream and
upstream side of the bridge deck are almost the same, although small discrepancies
exist. The variation trend of the lateral responses is similar with that of vertical
responses, which validates the synchronism in different directions. Meanwhile, the
vibration amplitude of the lateral responses is larger than that of vertical responses,
meaning the constrained effects in the lateral direction is weaker than those in the
vertical direction.

3. PRESENTATION OF THE METHOD
3.1 Modal Parameter Identification Using HHT
For vibration signal of multiple degrees of freedom excited by the white noise force,
the corresponding free decay responses can be obtained using the random decrement
technique (Zhang and Song 2016). The free decay signal x(t ) consists of a series of
sinusoids which can be represented as:
n

n

i 1

i 1

x(t )   xi (t )   Ai e 2π i fit cos(2πf di t  i )

(1)

Where A is the amplitude,  is the phase, f is the natural frequency, fdi  fi 1   i2
represents the damped natural frequency,  is the damping ratio, i represents the ith
vibration mode.
The aforementioned multiple-component vibration signal can be decomposed into
mono-component intrinsic mode functions (IMF) based on the empirical mode
decomposition (EMD) technique (Chen et al. 2004).
n

x(t )   ci (t )  rn (t )

(2)
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Where c is the mono-component IMF and r is the residual which represents the
measurement noise.
Filter process is usually applied aiming at filtering out the noise component.
Therefore, the vibration responses of ith mode xi (t ) approximate equal to the ith IMF
ci (t ) . Then, the corresponding analytical signal zi (t ) can be obtained as:
zi (t )  xi (t )  jyi (t )  Ai e 2π i fit e j(2πfdit i )

(3)
and is defined as

yi (t ) is the Hilbert-Transform formation of xi (t )
 x ( )
i
yi (t )  
d .
 π(t   )
According to Eq. (1) ~ Eq. (3), the multi components signal can be decomposed into
some single component signal in the range of concerning frequency band. And Eq. (3)
can be simplified as Eq. (4):
(4)
zi (t )  Ai e 2π f t e j (2πf t  )  Bi (t )e j (t )
Where Bi (t )  Ai e2π f t and i (t )  2πf dit  i is the instantaneous amplitude and phase
angle, respectively.
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On the basis of above analysis, the modal frequency f and damping ratio  of
the ith vibration mode can be obtained according to Eq. (5).
(5-a)
lnBi (t )  2π i fit  lnAi ；
di (t )
 2πf di  2πfi 1   i2
(5-b)
dt
3.2 Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a linear multi-variable statistics method for
data analysis, aiming to extract relevant information from redundant data sets ( Shlens
2014). PCA is first introduced by Pearson (1901) and then applied into biology,
chemistry and civil engineering (Nazarian et al. 2016).
Given a measured data set of x  [ x1; ; xl ] where each xi includes n
observations, a linear transformation is conducted so as to get a new representation u
instead of x:
u  ax
(6)
Where the correlation coefficient vector a (1×l) is the first eigenvector covariance matrix
of x, u represents the first principal component. Then, the constructed value x ' can be
obtained according to Eq. (7). And the minimum rule of Mean Square Error is utilized to
determine the optimal principal component information.
x '  aT u
(7)
4. MODAL IDENTIFICATION OF RSB
4.1 Frequency Analysis of Measured Acceleration
Traditionally, the vertical acceleration of the bridge deck is acquired by the
summation of the two measurements at the upstream and downstream, respectively,
while the torsional acceleration acquired by the difference of the two measurements
(Wang et al. 2016). In this paper, the vertical and torsional vibration modes are
separated according to the power spectrum density (PSD) and the difference of phase
angle of the acceleration measurements at the two sides of the bridge deck, as shown in
Figure 6(a). Besides, the PSD of the lateral bending acceleration responses is also
calculated, as shown in Figure 6(b).
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Figure 6. Frequency Analysis of the measured acceleration responses at the mid-span

As shown in Figure 6(a), 6 modes could be found at the range between 0 Hz and
0.5 Hz according to the two vertical acceleration responses, while 3 modes found
according to the lateral responses. In order to separate the vertical and torsional modes,
the peak-pick-based frequencies together with the corresponding phase angles are
analyzed. Besides, 3 lateral modes could be acquired according to Fig. 6(b). And the
detailed results are listed in Table 1 (Wang et al. 2010).
Table 1 Identified frequency and difference of phase angle
Sensor direction
Vertical
Lateral
FrequencyMeasured 0.1229 0.2402 0.2793 0.3407 0.3687 0.4525 0.0501 0.2417 0.4041
(Hz)
FEA 0.1173 0.2238 0.2874 0.3383 0.3442 0.4662 0.0537
difference of phase -0.32 174.84 152.47 0.00 175.86 -0.47
Mode type
V1
T1
T2
V2
T3
V3
L1 LCT1
L2
Notes: V represents vertical bending mode; T represents torsional bending mode; L
represents lateral bending mode; LCT represents the lateral mode coupled with the
torsional mode.
As shown in Table 1, 3 vertical and 3 torsional modes are clearly determined using
the combination of PSD and phase-angle difference. Besides the calculated results of
finite element analysis (FEA) agrees well with the measured results. As for the
measured lateral responses, 3 modes could be found according to its PSD. However,
only the identified frequency of the first order which is 0.0501Hz could match the FEA
results. And the identified second lateral frequency is approximately the same with the
first torsional mode, which means the lateral accelerations contain the components of
torsional responses. This may be due to the situation that only one lateral acceleration
sensor is installed on the upstream of the deck.
4.2 Modal Parameter Identification of RSB
The identification of the vertical bending modal parameters is selected as the
example to explain the identification procedure. The vertical vibration responses at the
mid-span of the deck of RSB are acquired by the summation of the two measurements

at the upstream and downstream. Then, the Butterworth band-pass filter together with
the EMD is utilized to get the mono-component time history, as shown in Figure 7. And
the calculated Hilbert spectrum of the 3 mono-component vertical time histories as
shown in Figure 8 validates the accuracy of decomposition method.

Figure 7. The first 3 mono-component time histories of the vertical acceleration
responses

Figure 8. Hilbert spectrum of the 3 mono-component vertical time histories

Figure 9. Free vibration decay responses of the 3 mono-component vertical time
histories
After the mono-component acceleration responses are acquired, the random
decrement technique is used to eliminate the forced vibration components (Zhang and
Song 2016). The parameters chosen for the RDT procedure are as follows. The size of
the subsample data is 2,048 points, with a time length of 102.4s. The initial
displacement is set to be 1.5σ (σ denotes the standard deviation of sample data).
Therefore, the corresponding free vibration decay responses shown in Figure 9 are

acquired.
Since the free vibration decay responses of each mono-component time history are
acquired, the Hilbert transform is utilized to get the corresponding analytic signals. Its
instant amplitude and phase angle are calculated according to Eq. (4). Then, the least
squared method is used to fit the acquired amplitude and phase angle shown in Figure
10. In order to reduce affection of end effects during EMD procedure, 20 data points at
the head and tail of the instant amplitude and phase angle are cut to make a better
linear fit. Therefore, the modal parameters of the first vertical bending mode are
identified. The frequency is 0.1214Hz and the damping ratio is 1.43%.

Figure 10. The amplitude and phase angle of free vibration decay responses
On the basis of this, the other vertical, torsional and lateral bending modes are
identified as listed in Table 2, where Ref. represents the identified modal parameters by
Wang et al. (2010) for comparison. It can be found that the HHT-based modal
frequencies are identical with those in Ref. and the damping ratios are also similar with
those values in Ref. However, the conclusion can’t be guaranteed for the parameters of
the torsional modes. There are obvious differences between the HHT-based parameters
and those values in Ref., especially for damping ratios. The modal test of Ref was
conducted before RSB was opened to traffic in 2005, and no vehicle load excited the
bridge deck by that time. The traffic load together with the long operation of RSB may
lead to the variation of the torsional frequencies which could make the corresponding
damping ratios larger.

Table 2 Identified modal parameters using HHT method
Vertical
Torsional
Lertical
Modal parameter
V1
V2
V3
T1
T2
T3
L1 LCT1 L2
HHT 0.1214 0.3405 0.4534 0.2418 0.2803 0.3695 0.0507 0.2418 0.4038
Frequency (Hz)
Ref. 0.1221 0.3418
0.2398 0.3098 0.3711 0.0586
HHT 1.43% 0.29% 0.35% 0.26% 0.84% 0.18% 3.96% 0.32% 0.19%
Damping ratio
Ref. 0.97% 0.66%
1.59% 1.01% 0.80% 2.20%
-

5. ANALYSIS OF MODAL PARAMETERS OF RSB DURING TYPHOON MASTA
5.1 Temperature Analysis Based on PCA
Since there are 8 steel thermometers installed in the mid span of RSB, PCA is
conducted on the 8 pairs of temperature measurements to extract predominant feature
vectors. Table 3 summarizes the eigenvalues of covariance matrix for each temperature
data set. It can be seen that the first PC accounts for 99.822% of the total variance.
Conclusions could be reached that the measured temperature records are strongly
correlated. On the basis of this, the 1st PC is constructed according to Eq. (7). Then, the
constructed value is compared with the mean value of all measurements shown in
Figure 11. The constructed value agrees well with the mean value, which validates the
correctness of the PCA again. The constructed temperature value is then utilized to
analyze the correlation between modal parameters and temperatures.
Table 3 Eigenvalues of Covariance Matrix for Temperature
Proportion of Cumulative
Number Eigenvalues
variance
proportion
1
459.503
99.822
99.822
2
0.568
0.124
99.946
3
0.133
0.029
99.975
4
0.056
0.012
99.987
5
0.028
0.006
99.993
6
0.020
0.004
99.997
7
0.010
0.002
99.999
8
0.003
0.001
100.000
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Figure 11. Constructed temperature value by the 1st PC during Typhoon Masta

5.2 Correlation Analysis of the Identified Modal Parameters during Typhoon Masta
Based on the above HHT-based method, modal parameters during the whole
process of Typhoon Masta are identified. The Mean Value (MV) and Standard Deviation
Value (SDV) of the modal parameters during the typhoon are summarized in Table 4
where Coefficient of Variation (CV) is defined as SDV divided by MV.

Table 4 Statistical analysis of the identified modal parameters during typhoon
Frequency
Damping ratio
Mode
st
nd
rd
st
1
2
3
1
2nd
3rd
MV (Hz) 0.1225 0.3403 0.4525 1.80% 0.55% 0.49%
Vertical SDV (Hz) 0.0011 0.0012 0.0015 0.84% 0.24% 0.21%
CV
0.89% 0.37% 0.33% 46.79% 42.88% 42.81%
MV (Hz) 0.2417 0.2807 0.3693 0.44% 0.41% 0.36%
Torsional SDV (Hz) 0.0006 0.0005 0.0008 0.19% 0.31% 0.19%
CV
0.25% 0.19% 0.21% 43.95% 74.71% 51.66%
MV (Hz) 0.0505 0.2417 0.4042 2.66% 0.46% 0.21%
Lateral SDV (Hz) 0.0013 0.0006 0.0005 1.79% 0.22% 0.11%
CV
2.62% 0.25% 0.12% 67.20% 46.76% 51.50%
As shown in Table 4, the CVs of damping ratios during Typhoon Masta are larger
than those of the frequencies, which indicates that damping ratios is more vulnerable to
the changing environment than the frequencies. Therefore, the correlation coefficients
between the identified parameters and environmental factors, which include the
temperature constructed by the 1st PC, wind speed and wind direction, are calculated in
Table 5 and Table 6, respectively.
Table 5 Correlation coefficients between frequencies and environmental factors
Mode
V1
V2
V3
T1
T2
T3
L1
L2
L3
Factors
Temperature -0.03 -0.13 -0.03 0.13 0.06 -0.36 0.04 0.14 -0.26
Wind Speed -0.09 0.01 -0.13 -0.34 -0.02 0.12 0.01 -0.32 0.24
Wind Direction -0.08 0.02 -0.02 -0.16 -0.05 0.09 0.02 -0.15 0.16
Table 6 Correlation coefficients between damping ratios and environmental factors
Mode
V1
V2
V3
T1
T2
T3
L1
L2
L3
Factors
Temperature -0.24 -0.19 -0.24 -0.02 0.39 -0.49 0.20 0.05 -0.16
Wind Speed
0.46 0.26 0.29 0.41 -0.17 0.54 -0.55 0.38 0.27
Wind Direction 0.26 0.11 0.15 0.13 -0.16 0.38 -0.39 0.10 0.17

According to the correlation coefficients in Table 5 and Table 6, the identified
frequencies of most vibration modes have small correlation with temperature, wind
speed and wind direction, although the maximum correlation coefficients with
temperature and wind speed exceed -0.36 and -0.34, respectively. However, the
damping ratios are more relevant to the environmental factors than the frequencies.
That confirms the conclusion drawn from Table 4. As for the damping ratios, wind speed
has a greater impact than temperature and wind direction, and the impact mechanisms
for different modes vary. Taking the correlation coefficients between damping ratios and
wind speed for example, the value of V1, T1 and T3 is 0.46, 0.41 and 0.54, respectively,
while that value of L1 is -0.55.

Besides, the relation between damping ratios and frequencies of RSB are analyzed
with the linear fit method which is shown in Figure 12. And the result is validated
according to the identified modal parameters of Golden Gate Bridge (Abdel-Ghaffar
1985) and Tsing Ma Bridge (Qin et al. 2001).
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Figure 12. Relation between damping ratios and frequencies
As shown in Figure 12, both the damping ratios of RSB and Golden Gate Bridge
decrease with the increase of the frequencies, while those of the Tsing Ma Bridge aren’t
featured as such phenomenon. Besides, the damping ratios of the Golden Gate Bridge
are larger than those of the other two bridges since it has a shorter main span of 1280m
and two stiffening truss with better damping. Then, the linear least square method is
applied to fit the relation between natural logarithm of damping ratios and original values
of frequencies as shown in the sub-graph of Figure 12. It can be seen that both of
natural logarithm values of damping ratios of RSB and Golden Gate Bridge show a
linear decrease as the frequencies increase.

6. CONCLUSIONS
(1) According to the PSD and the difference of phase angle of the two acceleration
measurements at the bridge deck of the mid-span of RSB, 3 vertical and 3 torsional
modes and torsional vibration modes are successfully separated.
(2) The HHT-based method can achieve a reliable identification of modal
parameters of RSB which is featured as low frequency and low damping. And the
comparison between the HHT-based identification result and Ref. indicates that the
traffic load together with the long operation of RSB may lead to the variation of the
torsional frequencies, making the corresponding damping ratios larger.
(3) The identified frequencies of most vibration modes have small correlation with
environmental factors such as temperature, wind speed and wind direction. However,
the damping ratios are more relevant to the environmental factors than the frequencies.
(4) The damping ratios of RSB decrease with the increase of the frequencies.
Especially, its natural logarithm values show a linear decrease as the frequencies
increase.
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